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AIMSTRACT
fUnciassuied)

A new approach to eJmu tAnging naa iueen outlived, ba.acd on
application of electronic storage or memory devices. Two uses
are made of these devices, one for freq uency conversion, the
other for signal integration.

Some technical features of interest resulting fronm this
approach are:

(1) A high order of inherent frequency stability at inter-
mediate frequency,

(2) Pulse-to-pulse phase coherence at Intermediate fre-
quency,

(3) Signal integration at intermediate frequency.

(4) High duty factor operation of pulse systems,

(5) Exploitation of crossco rrelatlon t e c h ni q u e s without
compromise In function.

Among the functional properties added or improved over
present practice ma., be included the following:

(I) Sensitivity I nc zr eased by ord-rs of magnitude, with
attendant ncrease in range and accuracy of tracking
data in a, coordinates,

(2) Dynamic clutter r e I e c t I o n pro- ided, Independent ol
own ship's motion and antenna rotation,

(3) Immunity to electronic jamming increased by orders
of magnitude,

(4) Range rate introduced as a fourth and highly sensitive
parameter of resolution, with range-rate tracking of
single targets and range-rate display of multiple targets,

(5) Variable resolutlot, without loss in sensitivity intro-
duced to p e r m I t freedom if exchange between reso-
lution and rate of flow of Information.

Examples are given in application to precision tracking and
to schnorkel detection by radar.
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PROBLEM STATUS

1949

Thit paper "o haqiq for a new program of research and
co-nstitutes a lirst report on that prograsii.

1958

The basic system of Figs. 1, 2, and 3 has been developed
and in use for several years.

A magnetic drum has been substituted for cathode-ray-tube
storage, and the system, modified accordingly, has been developed.
A bibliography on page 30 lists those NRL reports issued on this
prolrrt. Work on the project continues.

AUTHOR.'ZATION

NRL Problem R14-CIR (1949)
NRL Problem R02-17 (1958)
Project NR 412-006 (1958)

First edition printed Octobe- 14, 1949
Revied printing, sbrnitted March 5, 19-8
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STORAGE HADAR

INTRODUCTION (Unclassifiled)

The practical application tif radar to the licetection and tracking of sujrface and airb,.-ne
targets was demonstrated prior to the 1939 (outbreak of World War 11. Subse'quently the
military Usefulness of radar WAS s~lnifn-antly enhanced hy an unprecedented concentration
(of 4renlitific talent on V art ilme elect romet developmniit. Fto' high opur-at lnai effii tiveness
oft radtar ait war brought forth countei -meubures which nullified that fftieeswith vary-
Ing degrees of success4. At war's end, although radar still had great value against existing
targets, theie remained several defiviencies Awhich threatened to reduce to the vanishinig
point the militarv useluiness of radar against the anticipated targets of another war. The
findings oi the Radar Panel of the Research And Devetcountent Board indicated in 1947 that
lthe 'aticipated requirements could not be mect by the nominal imprinvcenicts that result
'""--"t nrm azf:tn teenniqcues. Rather the lcndirvitcd need was tot . raw apprklach
which would vieid improvement by orders of magnitude.

Significeant improvement in radar angle error data has been acconinlished through
vciuneii qeniltti~ 11 -1-i'1 nes, and application of itonopolsew techniques as

proposý! ;n an carilelr ý' Present high-speed totiing and iunorputac- techniques,
together with niodern Ile rVvomechanismii~'o~x~s promise sufficiently accurate antit
smooth angle trackiig to mneet most StiticipaLCo tactical requirements.

Tiw remising improvements neeessar) if radar i, to keep) pace with its target7 Ile
in several categories. Foremost amoong thrttem is Increase In range at which small high-
speed targets of very low effective reflecting area may be detected and tracked, Almost
equally important is inecrase in speed with which a large volume of space may be inspected
and all targets in that volume resolved in at least three coordinates with relatively high
coordiziate accuracy. Four alýenients oif search radar performance are It) long, range,
(2) high scan rate, (3) three-cooidinate resolution, and (4) accuracy. These toux elements
are nmutually in conipetittor for signal energy, and all of them must be sigrifivantly
ipiptoved.

Another deficiency in present radar is its inability to single out a desired target that
is surrounded by other reflecting objects such as terrain, sea, and atrnospheri' eluiter.
Much ef'ort has been expended to achieve nioving-tartt-indicatirng and anticlutter circuits,
With ".~t~ under favorable circumstances, hut with less success inl four impor-
tant applications, viz., antischnortmel radar, ant itank radar, antipersonnel radlar, and
prec:isivn- racfting fire-control radiar.

The vulnerability of radlar to jamtming both by electronic meants and by decoy or arti-
ficial clutter targets presents. anothpr problem whose solution is5 of vital Importance. The
aucceczt ow the atrategic bombing of Germany was mnadF possibe by the conmplete ineutal

*ization of German antiaircraft fire-coot rot radar through use of window. Electronic jam-
milig has been used successfully agamnst our own radars both to Europe and lit the Pacific.

IAccvrat, Arogle rrackiig bty Rada,,-, R. %1. Pas,;ý, NiiLL Report NA 3..2ZtA.
28 December 1944
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STORIAGE H~AD"i

NlTHtODUCTION (Unlassified)

The practic'al application of radar tti the dtetecvion and trat-king of burfave and airbor!ne
tairgets was demonstrated prior to the 1939? outbreak of World War 11. Subsevquently the
milaharv usefulness of radar, was siinificantly enhanced inr an unprecedented roncen, ra!tion
i~ citentdifi talent on v an ine electronic eeopet Thin high op;era imnal i~f-fletiveness

,,I radari 'it war brought forth enunitettmeasures which nullifit'd that effectiveness with vary-
ing degrees of success. At war's end, although radar still had great v'anse against exislting
targets, theie conmained evvvral deficiencies %bich threatened to reduce to the vaniohing
point the niotary usefuslness of radar against the anticipated targets of another war. The
fIndingg or the Rtadar Panel o( thre Research andi Development B~oard indicated in 1947 that
tiw mucipatted requtreniuvals- could not be inct by the nomninal intpriivenients that re~sult

~;i~teenniques. Hather the indiwaicl need was lut ,. ciew apptroalh
which would vitvid improvement by orders elf niagnitude.

Significant inmproverment in radar 'angle error data has been aeconiptished through
fi-v in~eolc tit 6clentlia fotong t cni'tiloes, and application of montopulse techniflues; as

prop-;t.'i ý;a an -ai'lwr r.~ . Prc,enit high-speed lobing and ocpl techniques,
together wtth modern svvr""otceltani.vn, e eonus promise sutticiently accurate and
smooth angle trackii,6 to meet miost anticipatca tactical requiretments.

The eroraiming improvements necessary if radar if; to keep) pace with its target-, Us,
in several categories. Foremost aiming themn ts incre~ase in range at which smuall high-
speed targets of very low effective reflecting area mlay be detected and tracked. Almost
equally tilportant is inecrase in speed with which a large volunte of space may he inspected
anid all targets in that volunic resolved in at least three coordinates with relatively high
coordinate accuracy. Four vleneints of search radar perfornmance aee (ii long range,

* (21 high scan rste, 131 three-enoidinsite resolution, and (41 accuracy, These four elements
trv nmutually in cottpetitiur. for signal energy, and alt of them must be sgiiantl
impt o'ed.

- ~Another deficientcy in present radar is Its inability to single out a destred target that
is1 surrounded by ether reflecting objects such as terrain, sea, and atnviosphert" eluiter.
Much ef'ort has been expended to achieve nioving-tari~x--indicating atid anliclutter circuits,

* Will) 4-1ý±z -- tinder favorable ci rcumstanecs, but w ith less Ruccess iii four impor-
taot applications, viz., antiachnorkel radar, ant itank radar, antipersonnel radar, and

pcr~o-rackcing fire-control radar.

The vulnerability of caset anitning hoth by electronic means and by decoy or arti-
ficial clutter largets preseiit,% aiiother problemn whose solution is of vital im 1ŽortancOp. The
suceess o' the strateoir' honhing Of GermýLny was. mad. p~vssihiby the, iS,, 'sa.,te neuiAral-
ization of German antiairc raft fire-ciintrod radar through use of Window. Electronic jani-
miliq has been used successfully- against our own radars both in Europe and in the Pacific.

I_ýzrtAngle -rca~ cig by Htad--,` It. \t1. Nv--~Ž LRL Report RA 3A 222A,
*28 Decetnmb 1944
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Still another factor of weattnscs. wl~zkh has been of concern tu sonic is the large "cirvcl
of confusion" characteristic of radar ioigie tracking. Target resolution by radar falls tar
short of eptical resolution in angle. 1, is partly compensated by the high rnerslto
possibilities of radar, bot farther imsproveeniet is desirable.

F'inally, the drtrrta!ýIlýt of radair irsermitter signals at taigeta wmici :,eý bryosol the
echo detec~ion range of the radar has aeen a severe limitation in somne ejeritroea. Tli'-

haý prtaciieiariy annoying in antisutimarine warfare.

It in the purpose of this report to outline a new approach to echo ranging which pirom-
ise the desired eýrders of magnitude of impcos.-ment in at least same of the categories
identified above. Not nil of the limitations Of this approach have been thoroeughty explored.
Some of the iechnlques basic to the approach are is a highly prelimuinary state of deertapj
ment. Yet sutificiest study has been etude to indicate that a new program of research basmil
on this approach is Justified,

The p.-owesals here presented are based on the application of stoc-age devices to erie
ranging. Any storage o. memory device having the reqalcitv flexiblitty of rpeording alid
pisyine hark, sodl adequate speeds a1 response for "writing" and "reading," and an accept-
ahle dynamic range or signat-to-noise ratio would suffice, bet this presentation will be in
terms ot rchdc-ay memory lakes. le their present State of development these takes are
not adequate for all of the applications here envisioned, but they are adequate for Samen.
ond the present large development effort in tee tield of stuiage turen may be expected ito
extend their applicaieality.

Let as first consider the problem Af range capability. This is a matter of signat-to-
noise ratio and resolves into twa factors: (1) sensitivity of the receiving system, and
(21 average power radiated by the transmitter, referred in both cases to the direction of th~e
target. We shall now deal with receiving system serstli1V.t, .!lielt is here contsidered in
the tight of relative response of the system to desired signal available at the receiver input
terminals, and noise either at the Input terminals or generated within the receiving system.
The maximnum possible tdentitficatiott by integration techniquoes between signal and noise
is limited by two factors which appear as functional requirements of the system. They are
(1) the quanitity of information required, and (2) the time available for obtaining that infor-
mutton. ITie first may be expressed in terms of information resolution, time secotd is
terms of rate of flow of Informatiotn.

Focussing attention now on the range pareuteter of a searchtighting typo of pulse radar,
resolution may he replaced by its reciprocal, range confusion, with the notation .,where

In those canes where range ccoofuaion is determined by pulse length it has been almost
universally assumed that it is eqtal to pulse length, although in application it to actually
considerably less than the pulse leugth. Htowever, Is ronformity with accepted practice, it
is here assumed that

(21

where c is the velocity of electromagnetic propagation.

It has been determined experimentally under a variety of conditions that the if,. hand-
width fl, agiving the lowest value of tminimuom detectable input signal is equal to) the reciprocal

C0ONFIDENTIAL
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Wf lhe pulse length -

ornn' wMh:h n-ay be. dle, ivud

% (4)

Equation (41 expresses the relationship between an arbitrarily defined range coii!sicn
and the corresponding if. bandwidth that gives tire lowest signal threshold in the presence
tif noise for the pulse length involved. In the case under considerationi, il Cis generally mlade
as 5nmall as practicable as a functional requirement. The limit is ýinposcd by engineering
considerations involving both 7and B., and results in a valut, of j3, on the order of 500O)"
cycles per second.

The rate of flow of information will now be expressed in terms of its reciprocal, the
timec available ior signal integration, t.. It is desired to express 1, in termis of bandwidth,
and for the parposes of this discussion it is sufficiently accurate tc zqi it ~
where 13, is the tnpdulation bandwidth of a carrier frequene:.

A representative rate of f low of information required is for automatic control and band-
widths corresponding to this functional requirement may be on the order of 5 cycles per
second,

B. ý 5, (7)

The ratio of tbnn&rldth reosired for resolution to bandwidth required for rate of flow
of information is derived from Eqs. (5) and (7) and is found to, be

B,
- r 10".(8\

Equation (jfi expresses an order r,' magnitude which may be considered average for
trackting pulse radar, and mnay vary from 10' to 101.

One o)f the functions of the radar receiver is to operate on tnie input signal so that the
bandwidth required for Its transmission is reduced fromn P1 to P., or by a factor (' the
order of 10". If thin could be accomplished without sincilarly compressing the noi!vo spec-
trum, the theoretical improvement in signat-tr-nuoise rtý-_ ',,i ,a,. - ng wo,.uld
be 0O db. This limit may not be reache-i with 4ay pulse systemn in which 1. is less than 1
however, since in no such system can il~at degree of tbandwidth narrowing be achieved
wlthtl,Žt ioone corresporheilag opieratiu vu noisie. 'This ioitows from the fact that B, cor-
respoindo approximately to the spectruni of a pulse of length Twhile lti corresponds to
the spectrum of a pulse of length T,. If there are rnLny pulses in the interval 'F., as in
radar, -aU pulses added sequentially into one long pulse would still result is a. pulsýe length
less khan T1 by a (apt'- equal to the duly factor of the transmitter. It follow-, therefore
that with a duty factor of 10' , which roprus.- tit ai aveiage for tracking radar, the

CONF1IIDENTIAL
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naimumn thekIretlat imoprovemient in %gnat-to-nioise ratio due ito signal integrattion
(bandwidth narro)winig) is on the order (if 30 di).

The above figures are baeed on a linear svste IO. If the -,btviiý iliiludles anOy imiiliiiiai
elemnent, the signal-to-noise ratio will be mnodified. For example, ' square-law detc Ioi-
will. to a first o -rder aprnmlrn Cqr th ttiio I~to ratios [Ite(.[it (-
than unity. Detectors whicim convert from iif. to video Air audio Al 1 ,roxinste sqxjart - law
0t14n h 4z..1Z-.; , .s iý ,II --x~ -it~ .ystvjni. is usu~ally a tew accnivtlet
tess titan noise at the detec-tor output at ý-tdeo frequency. Integration ;After det-ection is
utilized to bring the signal-to-noise ratio utp tu the order Wt .10 dlb as requircrd for euto,-
m-atic tracking. Euplyose the, fell value of 30-dii Improvement by integratlion is, achieived.
This brings the minimumn ratio at the detector output to -20 cdh, which cicrestxnid, to
-10 db at the detector input, and -10 db at the preamrplifier uutput. If the 30-1-d 1111 grat Ill
were performed before detection, then the detector output ratio would be +10 db, thte 1-i'tu
ratio ur the order of IU0db and the iotegrmior tinput ratio, -20 db, whit h would be the i~re-
ampliiier output ratio. In this ease, transiccring the ýntvgrator froni the video ch~iannel ii)
the iU. rhannel reduce% the signal threshold at the input hy 10) db. or a1 third the total
integration value in db.

For oth(er 11,50 electronic methods of video integration such a4 persisteiice of Vision
and humant mernory, the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio ran never exceed the theo-
retically maximum value as derived above for integration after detection, and in general
will he less. Thus, in all cases, maxinmumi sensitivity ot a receiving system Including .a
square-law detector can lbe -achievrd only by using suificient coherenlptctttil inti-
gration to bring (III signal-to-noise ratio at the dietector Input up tXc itht 40teetor threstwioi
(somewhere between -10 db and 0 dbl. Since this is a well-kiiuwii pi Lincipie flu iui ii~wr IIIAl
is necessary here.

STORAGE FREQUILNCY CONVERTER [Contiderntial3

Application of the principle to pulse echo ranging Imposes se-vere requirements oil
frequency stability at initermediate frequency and pulse-to-pulse intermediate friquency
phase coherence. Existing techniquies are inadequate to mneet these requiremenits. It is
potsaibic that the requirie~mets-i int i.i. fItequeoiwy sIi~lAit and poise-to- pulse phase coherence
may be nict b- the frcquenicy converter System illustrated in fig. 1. This diagraml shows
a pulse transmitter, a pulse receiver Including Input circuits, rniiser. and inturnilc~iite fre-
quency ampitfier, and range unit, all conventional tompone~.s c! pi esent tracking radlar
systems. Quite unconventionally, however, the local oscillator of tne receiver is; replaced
by a stbrage tube with writing Ind reading sweeps controlledl uy the range unit The storage
system, with i's sweeps, funictions to record the transmitted signal during the sending ofi the
pulse, and then at a later time determined by the range un~it to 'play hack"- the record toy
comparison with a received echo- signal. The writing and reading rates are purposely mnade
slightly different, in order to generate a reference signal dii .ering slightly in frequenicy trom
the received signal, thus to produce by well-known helerodyning principles the desired, inter-
mediate frequency. Should the average frequency of the genetated i.f. tend to differ fromn a
desired value, the tendency may be neutralized by conventional AYC operating , n one ,)f the
storage tube sweeps, the control now being applied to sweep line tspeed rather than sweet)
recurrence- rate or frequaency. Zach new, pulse In p,. ieedd by an, erasure of previousn sign~als
in the same storage area, to avoid confusing old recori's with new.

The storage frequency conversion systenm just described pubsess-s ,"scfal p-'itieili
fundamentally different from those of a conwentional local oscillator superheterodyne system.
These properties are discussed In the following paragraphs.

CON FIDFENTIAL
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-*0t 01

Variations in trw smitter tfrquency or sweep speed, without AFC are reflected into
the 0.,. on a percentage basis. 'this is true whether these variations be slow (pulse lo-
pulse) or fast (modulation during the pulse). The effect is to render the 1.t. relativt-y
independent of transmitter fre4qufeicy Instability or frequency modulation. as compared
to the case when a conventional local oscillator is %wsed. gven the slight variation reonain-
ing may be removed, if dt•rrd, by use of identital writing and reading sweeps and o52 of
an auxiliary local oscillator at i.f. to convert one conimonoait signal to the proper frequency
for heterodyning. Thus the mechanism is at hand for an intermediate frequency of extra-
ordinarily high stability,

tnasmanch as the stored record of ,tach radiated pulse is in phase .dentity with the
radiated signal, the relative phase between the received echo and the locally reproduced
pulse is a function only of the delay time due to propag.ltion ul Ihea radiated signal to the
target and back, and the delay introduced by the range unit. As long as .hese two delays

I. are matched In time, all echo pulses at nerntediate frequency will have identical phase
0111 characteristics. Thus tbhre exists % pulse-to-pilse phase coherence ot a kind that is

useful in the integration system that is contemplated. Thc range unit stability require-
3erit imposed by thip meohod of op~ration is not far removed from that already existing

he in roodern precision tracking radar.

In addition to the two properties just described, the storage frequency converter pos-

sesses another property which Is also usetul. It was stated that frequency modulation of
the transmitter doring the pi

t
so was essentUally clim~nst'd in the mixing prjcczs,, Z..

COtFIleTtAL.
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the frequency modulation characteristics of echo signal and heterodyn'm signal are
ess-entially identical and therefore mutually cancel in the differeace signal. It theyc
is impressed on the transmitted signal during the pulse a frequency modulation of Sig-
nificanit magnitude, the! modulation will disappear in flne mixing proc ess only when the
echo and the reproduced heterodyne signal are exactly in register, Furthermore, if thle
modulation is of appropriate character, such as a single cycle of any convenient wave-
form; Preferably of compliv- nhape, or, iii the limiit, a purely random innctioll, there will
be only one condition of complete register. Itithe two signals depart from perfect register.
tbhe frequen'Cy nmOdulatlon, wlll 1-I bc coiepietoiy neutralizea. Itic intermediate frequenvy

sinlspectrum vidth due to frequency modulation will Increase linearly with departure
from register. As the spectrum increases beyond the 1.1. bandwidth, the signal will
deteriorate until uliaeyiti - h amount, translavted in terms of range, by which
the two signals fed to the mixer msy oe out of register before intermediate frequency sig-
nal is lost, is a mneasure of thle range contusion ot the system.

The rate .1 increase of intermedlatoý frequency spectrum width &ie to frequcro-
modulation as the mixer input signals depart from register will be proportional to the
time rate of change of transmitted fiequency Ft.. For any particular modulation wave-
form, including random noise, FT is proportional to the spectrum width of tht transmitted
signal, which may be called the transmitter bandwidth SIl. Thus, the greater 9', the
smallper the range confusion.

Iftf two signals are in perfect register, the intermediate frequiency signal spectrum
will be determined by the amplitude characteristics of the signal, Thus, If the signal is
a pulse of length , Eq. (3) expresses the minimum bandwidth required in the I.f. ampli-
tier. The greater the value of -, the less the value of B_ The lesn the value of Bi.,
the narrower are the tolerance limits for increase ot signal spectrumn doe to frequency
modulation. Thus the greater the value (,' . the teas the valie of R.. Equations (2)
and (41 are now no longer applicable.. At this point Eq. (4) may be replaced by Bqs. (9) and
(92a).

n T (9a)

Since resolution is now Iincrtased by ;--reasing the pulse length, the Value Of Tmay
be increased until some othier limnit is reached. If Is made much longer thatt pui eavi
practice, as is quite teasiVle In the subject system, the M~. bandwidth may be mue) less
than r-

From this relationship emerges anlother property which may have considerable u~lttmnýate
value. In order to obscure a desired signal by radiated Interference, the Interfering
energy must lie within the passband of the W.. amplifier (s,). However, before it can
reach the U.. amplifier, it moat heterodyne with a locally generatcd signal which is frce-
quency modulated with a spectrum bandiftdth B,. The jamming signal therefore, no
matter how narrow Its own spectrum, %Ufl be dispersed over a spectrum much greater
than the tra-sinisatun barldxidth of Uth.- receiving systexii. Further ctnrelopment of this
proposal, which ultimately reduces the i.f. bandwidth approximately to Bit, enhances
this aixtijam property. It must be recogntized, of course, that any jamming signal that
paialvees any circuit preceding the mixer, Including ths mixer Input, mnay still be

CONFIDENTIAL
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effective, but it is no small gain over prese-t systems to remove the entire i.f. amplifier
from a similar restriction. The amount of amplification that precedes th, mixer, even in
relatively low-frequency radar, is still sufficiently low that tie isicroase In immunity to
radiated noise jamming may be expressed in terms of bandwidth ratio

I, - -!i , (l I)
- B.

where j represents the ia-tor by .li;ch u'vn' gpo'Y:er i-l ttipi.d iv retain its
viieOct iveness.

The storage frequency converter is shown in Fig. 1 as recording the radiated carrier
frequency. The same functions may be accomplished at an intermediate frequenfy by
operation on the storage input and output alike by a local oscillator in convehtional ftshionn
tot heterodyning the transmitter frequency down and back up again. Alternately the received
signal may be heterodyned down by the same local osciltator to correspond with the stored
signal. In neither case would the essential properties of the system be altered.

The storage frequency converter In the m1'liciti just described looks at one target
at a time and tises the tinme r to see the target. if , is very short relative to the time
corpes~pnding tc m -axii ,3nge, the stored pulse may be used repeatedly during the inter-
val between transmitted pulses, 

T
e, each use corresponding to a 'look" at a particioar

range. The !oaxmiwn.m meoher of loko- possible, when each look uses the entire time r,
is equal to the ratio T, "r.

" R te ' r , (1 2 )

-chre 'I is the pulse repetition period. The range interval that -s seen at each look is
equal to the range confusion ti • The total value of range rendered visible by OR looks
i, the product of R, and c

Rý r nR R_ (13)

The relation between range and time is shown in Eq. (2) as

1t• •-r (2)

Likewise 
2

Rr ý-- T (l 4
P z

From Eqs. (2), (12), J13), and J141 it follows that
Nv Rc I R,S. . . . -• .(15)

This states that the ratio of the range made visible by continuously repeated reading of the
stored tiansmitted pulse to the total ranga corresponding to the time between transmitted
pulse- Is prnportional to the range confusion divided by the poise length. The ratio still
holds if P, is replaced by any range interval of interest, as long as it is greater than aR.

Repeated use of the stored pulse in the fashion just described may be useful fur certain
applications. Equation (15) gives an important criterion which may be used in determination
of the extent of this usefulness for a specific application. The method ts not given any
further con•ideratton in this report.

L CON FIDENTIAL
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Accepting for the time being the limitatLan of inspecting a singlc target, the proper-
ties of the storage frequency converter of greatest immediate interest may he sumnlnarized
as follows:

(1) I.F. frequency rtability of high ordo-r is inherent in the svys.eo.

(2) Modulation charseteristics of the transmitted signal are reduced

(3) I.F. oulse-to-ounsp nhs-e r'"heren

(4) Immnity to radiated noise jamming may hie made very great.

(5) Range resolution may be increased rather than reduced by
increasing pu

t
se length.

STORAGE INTEGRATOR (Confidential]

Having provided for the necessary i.f. frequency st.'hility and pulse-to' pu'. - has,.
coherence, it is now appropriate to consider pul'ic-to-pulse integration at i.i. The signal
to be integrated consists of pulses of length - and repetition period T",, with essentially
no modulation apart from the normal amplitude modulatioui of pulse echoes. The band-
width necessary for their transmission is Bt,. A:.ltrary reduction of bandwidth from
this value would operate similarly on signal ard noise, and no gain in ratio could result,
since Eq. (3) still holds.

Let the output of the intermediate frequency amplifier of Fig. a be recorded on another
storage tube, and let each pulse of duration h be recorded oi ":• ':ca of .he screenl adjacent
to the lasi pulse rec9rded. Let this process continue until al th, ,ulses are recordcd that
occur in the integration time interval T,. Then as each additional pulse Is received, tte
oldest pulse in the record is erased and replaced by the new pulfc. Thus there is pro-
duced a stored record which continuously contains all the most recently received pulses

extending back for the time T, . There are two fundamental methods W combining all
these recorded signals into one new signal having a signal-to-noise ratio corresponding
to the integrated record. One is to combine all pulses synchronously into one pulse of the
same duration. In this process, noise energ_ would add while signal amplitude would add.
The resulting signal-to-noise ratio would be greater than the input signal-to-noise ratio
by the energy summation of the original signal. Thus if the integration includes 10 poises,

the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio would be 30 db.

The other method is to cco='ne all pulses sequentially in phase coheretcce, so as to
produce one pulse whose length is the summation of the lengths of all the nulses iniegroted.
The result wu:,id be no change in signal-to-noise ratio, but a reduction in the frequency
spectrum width of the signal with no change in noise spectrum. The signal width, being
inversely proportional to the pulse length, would now require a transmisa/z;n bandwidth

inversely proportional to the number of pulses integrated. Again, if 10S pulses are added,
the bandwidth may be reduced by a factor of 10' without loss of signal energy, but with
a 30-db reduction in noise energy. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio would be improved by
30 db in this case also. In either case tie improvement in signal-to-noise ratio S N due
to integration depends only on the number of pulses integrated. Its value in decibels is

A S/N 10 log TL db. (16)
Tr
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III choosing between these twao miethods of Integr-ation, considaration must tirst be~ceigiven to the information contained in the original signzal and the effects of the integration
proccss onl this information. In voien~V~t onal p-isev ranging where rantlŽ resoluation depends&
onl (Eq. (2)), all range infornx--n is presewe in each s3torcd poi'se, and rem-ains present
on the synchronously integrated pulse. This is e-ssntial if at! the range inti-rmiotint is
not extract-d pior 9 !e itcgr ti,- pi-cess. IU a iur-age ireqiienry converter is used
in rnnjuniclin with a long, modulated pulso. the range information is deterit -'atu- IIn the

"-C~c ;ý, anz! lcr i -. 1,iniiy vi resiuring it in tine Integration process. It
will he shown later that aill range intormation can be extracted at the mixer inuut, which
represents the wtdest bandwidth point in the systenm. There is therefore no neel to pre-
serve range tnformnation an,, such in the Integrated ;ignal, and sequential integration is
therefore permlss..Ae.

The Input signal also;, contains range rate, informiation. InI radar this Information is
most apparent in the form. of pulse -to-pulse variation, since a single cycle of rate intor-
nialielii may span many pulses. Synchronous pulse integralmin ofiviouusly would destroy
this Information. Thero appiears to be no simaple way of extracting this information before
Infegration without loss of sensitivity, It Will be Shown later that this information is1'nalreadily availablte atter integration when sequential Integratio~n is used, Further dr'vvuf)p-

allymeet here Is therefore based en sequent ial integration.
I-

t A method of performning the sequential integration is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, inAl, which are shown, respectively, a system block dtagram and a signal storage pattern. The
Intermediate frequency nioplitier of Fig. 2 is the same one shown in Fig. I. Each putlan
of lenlglm- is recorded as a hori~ontal fine across the storage tuo_.,:31-- influence of thenot her horairotal writing Ewcep. Each recoi-ded pcL'- As displaced vertically fromt the precedingdiacent recorded pulne by the vertical writing sweep. Th;eserc -s :V(F1V pe.ýte under control of the

d thatnornmal radar range unit, which also is shown coremon to Figs. I and 2, and iron) whichlbe indication of range setting is obtained. The comtponents thus far idcr~tifiedt in Fig. 2,iro- together with all of Fig. 1, constitute one complete init operating on a commnnoi time sir. to,Iscs which Is the nornmal echo-ranging time scale anid mayv be identified as the input tinme scale.

'ling The rest of Fig. 2, consisting of CW amplifier, AFC aind horizontal and vertical read-
od tdd. ing sweeps, a:ýe Independent of the input Vine scale, and may operate onl a scabl of thcirId add.owAn, which way be identified as the output time scale. The reading sweeps are so designtedratio, that the stored record is; played back continuously, ';~hbreaks between lines onlypul~ses, on the order of a fraction of a cycle of recorded carrier frequency. This fraction of a

cycle break is nece.-siiry to maintain rpase coherence from fine to linS on the output lime
as toscale, and must be adjusted to the particular pulsev length ~- so as to make ,plus ',he gapas to equal an integral number of cycles of recorded crsrirf frequency. If the gap is incoi rect,egrated. a discontinsuity in phase Will occur l'etwaeen lines. Since all lines are similar, the phaseP5iVY discontinuities will also be sinmilar and will intef'rate into a shift in freq-iency. Tire AFCweing may therefore operate on the length of the horizonrtal reading sweep, thus maintainiaglidth constant frequency by mafnfatnfi'g tine-to-line phase coherence in th~e ceading process.Sadded. The resulting output from the storage tube will bf' a continuous wave whose amplitude is

ved b a function of the receisc'd echo nignatl strenigth, wthose frequency is constant, and whose
,edo byspectrum width Is a funetion of signal fading and 1racring pQer~turbztions.

4S is Time and frequency relationnhlpv bet-ween tie- input and output tilq' scales are nict
always in cone-to-one correspondence. Let frame frequency be, defined as the number of

(16)times per second the entire stored record is sc'anned. The input framne freqUency F, is
(16)then equal to the reciprocal of the integration thime, or

F, -L.t?

ENTIAL
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If this ratio is t'0- as has been assumed for illustrative prposes, then the output
it-equenry. all modulations which depe13nd solely on this frequency as a carrier, ana thcrt--
fcore the b~andwidtht required for their transmission, are reduced by a factor of 10~ f ront
c-orresptnitding input frequencies. It must lie observed, however, that this reduction itt
Wits ithiit ie not, acromparted by a corresponding turrea,,e in signalI-to -noise ratio, since
signal and noisie are modified simtilarly. For the gteneral VaRP, where v. - F , the ;.f.
irequetosv ranito (ikisO3%ty the ratio of writing and reading tine speeds.

F_ U- (20)1

Frequencies which 6lupend on the pulse repetition rate as , carrier transfer front
the most to the outptut tinicr scales on the biasis of line freott~ency rather than line speed,

(2 1)

to the case of radar, doppler trequeccen fAil in this catetor~y.

Frequencies whtich depentd ott fraine frequency as a carrier are unmodified. These
arc the frequenteis voittaining target prese..re, signal atnolittfr, ardti arget tracking

The itet resuit of this integration mtethod, in addition to achieving the desired improve-
mient in signal -to-noisel ratio, is to reduce the l.1. carrier trequeittey and spectrum width

by approximately the duty factor, increase the absolute frequency shift onue to thte doppler
effects of tuniing targets. and transmnit unchanged the frequencies corrrsponding to
desired target information. The total bandwidth narrowing is front OT, to n,. whose
ratio to present tracking radar niay be ott the order of 106, as art averagte, or

T Ins. (22)

That tarat of the bandwidth reduction which is effective in itoprovlag signal-to~n-tnes ,atio
is represented by the ratio 'Y, Tr , whose present radar vatue in on the order of 10~,
representing 30-db improvemtent relative to the information available front a single pulse
(see Eq. (l16)). This part ot the process alan results in an increase of R,. as given in
Eqs. (91 and Mha) by the factor T

i. 7, , as well as increase of1 as given in Eq. (11) by
the same factor. The remainder of the bandwidth narrowing is a consequence of translation
from the input to the output tiote scales of the storage integrator of Fig. 2. and is etiprersed
in Eqf. (201.

Attention is now directed to doppler frequency shift doe to range variation. Signal
spectrum, compression arid doppler shift txpansiot. have beet carried to thep I-oint wehere
the rnmiao ban-dwidiih necessary tor the deetrec' target infortoation is much lean than
the doppler frequency spettleurn correspondisg to the vetocity spread of targets. For
example, the i7W aniplitte- if kxg. 2 niay togically have a bandwidth of five cycles per
second or less. while the lottrfrequency shift in carrier frequenicy at this amplifier

CON 1IIENTIAL
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may be ten to a hundred cycles per second per knotu relative range rate. Since doppIer
frequency shift appears as a modulation which depends on pulse repeij-ttii frequency as
a carrier, it appears in the stored re.eord as an intermediate frequency phase ctis'ontl-
nuity between lines. The AFC loop of Fig. 2 of2crates on exactly this typle of phacte di~s-
continuity and wilt therefore keep the sigivU! fromn te target being tracked in tihe center
of the pazsabanit of this anipliier. Other targets in the antenna beam at the samec range
having range rates differina fromn that of th- targ.,t being tracked gzc . fv
quencies which wilt not be passed hy CW ampllifir, Ti~us raagc rate appears as ai sew
resolution na~n-or. qiil sis i~ the . ~ ~ l ie a~t.
resoluti.on mnay bie on the order of smnall fractions of a knot. Thr ;aluv ot the range rate
of the target Icing tracked may be observed in ternis of the control voltage nceessary
to track the sigiial frequency, as shown in Fig. 2, when the range gate is tot trTacking.
When the, range gatc i- tracking i1, ranve, the range-rate control voitage of Fig. 2 ',eill
indicate rate error fin range tracking, sinsce the range rate of the gate Would oniptnisatc.
fur the ranegc rs.o of the target.

The range-rate resolution just desk ribed tot ni.t an ideal ntoving-tai get ineicator.
s5ince any target that as moving relative to clutter, even by so mucmh as a few inches per
second, will not be confused with that clutter. If the clutter itself is isovinr with an
appreciable velocity spread, and the t.arget velocity lips within thax spread, the target
wilt then compete only with that portion of the clutter which pireducezi dopeler frequenc ies
within the passband of the Cw amplifier. 1t high resolution under those renditions wecre of
paramount importance, CW amplifier bandwidth might be maide stilt narrower, thus
sacrficing rate mit flow of information for increased discrimination against clutter.

It is of interest to note that the storage integrator system cat Fig. 2 places no slpeciai
requirements on the input signal except that it possess potso-tm-puls 5c hasp coherenc.
It therefore does not depend cii the storage frequency converter at Fig. 1, provided the,
phase coherence may be accomplished in some other manner. The storage frequency
converter, however, is ideally suited to work into the storage integrator, the unique proper-
tie~s sf which may now be sunotaarized.

(1) Signal Integration to the limit of available integration time
is accowplished at intermediate frequency.

12) Moving targets are aeparated fronm cluttcr with great
effectiveness.

(3) Range rate is introduced as a new parameter of target
resolution.

(41 Automatic tracking in range rate is provided.

(51 Apart from ramige, information, none of the previously listed
prolierties of the storage frequency converter are compromised.

RANGE TRACKDIG (Confidential]

,fhe range information that may he extracted trotm the tnpumt signals in range to any
target, direction and Pmount of deviation of that range from a range comparison or refer-
ence signal, and the range distribution ot multiple tsargets- Alt this 1rtfor matlon I& lost iSt
the storage integrator, due to the sequential integration process. As stated earlier, how-
ever, the range inforc,-,ation waty be extracted biefore integration. The range unit miodirates

CONlFIDENTIAL.
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range to any gated target. The storage frequency converter, t'y virtue of transmitter
modulation bandwidth, excludes all other target% from the sy-tem within the limits of
range confusioni. Hatige distribution of multiple targets will be dealt with later under
target acquisition and scarch.

Attenotio is now directed to indication of amount and d~rection of deparil-,Že of !2!gct,
range from a range recfrencc s~a.1i~, such as wa~t which controls gate position or storage
frequency coiworter reading timie. As just shown in the treatment of rin."eg ratc tracik..
a voltage i,~ n;5table that 4'a hqiiy sensitive to difference in range-rate betweenk target
aod radar range unit. Once the range unit is set on proper rangre, the range-rate error
voltage may be used to prevent thie range unit front deviating fromt the target range. This
can be made to produce very stable tracking ats lrne az .... a-srleration orccurs during
signal fades. Fowever, since there is no sensitivity to position error, there is no guarantee
that tracking is free from bias error. If sensitivity to position error were added, the high
available quality of the rate error signal ni.kes it ideally suited for tracking stabilization
and makes the requirements in positioan error sensitivity much less severe.

There are several -methods of providing sensitivity to position error in range. Refer-
ecae is mnade to Fig. 4, in which the storage unit, CW amplftter, AFC, and horizontal read-
ing sweep are the same units as shown similarly identified in Fig. 2. The new elements in
Fig. 4 air a delay, a switch, a range CW amplifier, and a phaze sensitive detector. The
swltch is a simple phase reversing switch, operating to control the phase of the carrier
frequency output of the sterage unit as it is fed to the range CWN amplifier. The switch
is actuated by the horizontal reading sweep so as to start readling all lines in the same
phase, and to reverse phase at the center ni each line. The b~jeet is to read the first half
o1 all tines in one phase, and the last halt of all tines in the opposite phase. The delay unit
"tsaists in the switching process as one way to obtain the reversal at the renter of the line.

+DC RANGE

CS AS P.S D
STOeR'AGE C N MP5 NSeII

IF TEG~ TOR DEECTOR RNG

ERRO

Jr*

Fig. 4 -RýTsg, tr-,king ha-d~ no nmdulatc-t pu1les
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Siiwe Iits' Nandwidth of the range CW amplifipr may be very mucht -es au int spec -
I raum reprcoieted by the switching rate, the amplifier will 'iit follow the phase reversals.
"Wt will merely respond ao the Integrated retalftant of the switch output. 1f the same energy

i, ons each pha-ia. the net output wliii be 4eio. This corresponds to the :3i-diivon
wN%1,,-i 1).. .. iiii puise is exactly centered on the storage line, which oecc'trs when the 'gatc"

i pj,, riv delayed, or when the stored transmitted pulse (Fig. 1) Is played back at e.ta':tiy
0-i rwhl tinte iv lie In ntierfe~ rtgisfer with the reue".erd ohe. Any Adepzrture from this
(-ndit er 'will produce a signal in the range amplifier. The amplitude of this signal wit! he
iroportional to the amount of departure, and the phase relative to the signal outpit of thie
Wruirge iiii will indicate the direction of ermrr The ihase seeqitil- -- ~tie

the outpjut-. of the two CW amplifiers in sumi and difference iashiort to ext ract this infor-
matioi and yield a dc range error signal. This technique is Ithe same as that used In the
angie tracking circuits of tae TAU radar.

It wilt he noted that range error signal derived as fust outtined is based on pa!lse
length -instead of the ultimate resolution based on transmitter modalatlont bandwidth 'IT
This will suffice for many cases, even wher. I, is condiserably less than 8T., Howveer.
if ,were to be increased to approach T , the necessary switching rate does inot pernit
easy integration, and It were increased Indefinitely, corresponding to Ic the tiereticadly
poss-ible transmission of modulated CW, there remains no basis for the method. $,nother
,Approach to the range trackinz problem ina, therefore be. desirable in some applications.

Let range tracking tbe based on transmitter mnodulatton. The error signal may then
be originated at the point of maximum range resolntrii' which is the point of itnaximum
sea., -ity ito changes in range. F~igure 5 represents a single recorded modulation cycle

era , as atpplied to the transmitter frequency, shown in solid line assa triangular wave-
to.i Cn'dvr the stated envelope is showntin dashed linc a iporlion of received echo In)
puir regrister. Also shown in dotted line Is a similar portion of received echo slightly
out ,f rkigister. Vertical lines by their length represent the frequency difference beturee,
eels, und lot ally produced signal, which is the intermediate frequency, The echo in register
is seen. to produce one constant frequency 1.1. which Is tvre correct Irequency, r,. The echo
o~ut of register is seen to pirovuuv two frequencies, equally spacod ay-e and below ine car
ccL v frequency. The two frequencies would normally have equal energy content. The f me-
queney separation 'f, of each of these frequencies from the correct frequency is pro-
portional to the product of the amount o. .-kpazture of the echo Zrom perfect register -'i
and the rate of change of transmitter frequency ýT'

'fI , 1. (23)

Since the proportionality factor Is that factor witieh teiates range to time (see Eq. ( 141), it
l~ ows that

Let It be assumed that the out-of-register echo is close enough to register so that the
two resultant frequencies lie within the pag.Rhsnd ot the U~. amp",lfiors ;Ind diccriminators.

21f, (25P
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Fig. 5 - Singlyv -cordh'd inorlWatio,, izycle envelope showing trans-

mitted signal, and two r -t Lv i i v acd , one i1 and one out of

register

Their combined effect in the discciminato)rs (AFC circuits of Figs. I and 2) is then the
sanie as it the e',,o were in perfect register. The automutic alignment functhons of the AFC
circuits would therefore remain undisturbed. It is now desired to obtain an element oper-
ative at the output of the CW amplifier of Fig. 2 which is sensitive to '.,f , and also sensi-
Oive to the order in which the two out -of-register irequencipos qe generated. Sensitivity
to .%\f may be had with two frequency-sensitive detectors having complementary frequency-

.eplitude characteristics AA and tin as shown in Fig. 6, The crossover point is at the
frequency f, - The two outputs will now oe equal and of opposite polarity, arising from
input signals proportional to ', plus a reference amplitude A.

A - -2 - X _M' Ao. (26)

Sensitivity to a.e order in which the two out-of-regtstcr frcouencius are genera.ted is
tecessary to obtain the direction of departure of the echc from register. Equation (24)
.',ows that 't, is propoAtional to FT " If the transmitter frequency Fr is dlfferentlated

to obtain a voltage of waveform F, , this may be u--d to amplitude modulate f, I \fi
The frequency value of .•f wruld be unchanged, bu, f, f and f, - Af. would differ
in amplitude. The amplitude, , of f, \f, would be

S I(2S(t e •4o, (271

and the amplitude, h, of fj - ",t• would be

CONFIDENTIAL
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where - is the amplitude modulation
factor. It the amplification preceding the
ran"g traclking detectors Is automatically
controlled to maintain the avrage signal
constant, then S becomes ink ariant, and

nnTPu• may be replaced by a constant, or

AMPL,•IO IC

t S - , 29

T1 i . t>, Tt •'!z'< tha, thc t-.
frequency-sensitive detectors be also anpli-
tude sensitive. The amplitude variation at

, detecto, A input due tI frequency sensitivity
of the input circuits will be, frome Eqs. (24)
and (16),

INPUT rkEOuENCY 2 x

A f -,v T*R 5 (f)
Fig.. C,,miemenitay ,reIp-ntcy-

an-plit-.de charactniistiic The amp.itude vauiatito of the signal at the
input to the frequency sensitive circuits, from
Eqs. (27) and (29), will be

The total output amplitude of detecito A will tneh be

where A,, is the detector characterlstic. Likewlse the total output from detector 3 is

B r -, X, .it(] T R-A 1(3

These outputs may be combined in addition to give

"A - 3 " 2A, X, 1, [ i, + A.] (34)

It is possible to assign a constant magnitude to ýt" When this is done, Eq. (341 may be
rewr•lten in the form

A X, *M-X A,,. (35)

This equation shows that the combined oatputs of the two range tracking detectors give
a signal which is linearny related to range tracking errrnr ! beth magnitude and dlrectlon.
IIl - der"to maintain puise-to-pulse piase coherence fir the frequewncien f ' , i ' nas is
necessary in order to retain full integratIlon advaantage, not only nmut F'T be constant in

CONFIDENTIAL
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ioigtitiidc for Vai-
1
1 p)ulSe, but the modulation waveform of all pulses must be identical.

The synmmerical ltrangular form shown in Fig, 5 is therefore Fpecifted. The register
refurence point is the apex of the triangle.

A bloch( diagram illustrAing application of the method is shovn in Fig. 7. This figure
combniiies parts of Figs. 1 and 2 and adds the three range tracking elements differentiator,
high pass detector and low pass detector, together with AGC.

Front Eq. tJ4) it may tie seen that rauge error sensitivity many b,' written ats

4 -A ' 2 (76

Thet lat orii K involve ,nly s,gnal amplification, which is limited ultimately by noise. The
full intvgratiun advantage is effective, as is evident fronm Fig. 7, in mtaking tX as large as
tpossible. i, for the waveform of Fig. 5 dependsb on pulqe lengtE attd transmtitter bandwidth

),and is equial to twice their ritio when ,is very long comturptd to 1 '13 (frcquency
modulat ion iidct v erv to"'

Fr 2 nT - - (7)

Combuining Eqis. (36) and 137) yields the interesting exprestion '-'r range err,,r ignis
,scnsitiv ftc

If is now possible to giv-: further consideration to range confusion. Targeto appiuring
out ot register generate frequencies fi ' f, . When 'f exceeds the i~f. bandwidth B,.
the target m~gnat is rejected and no confusion e~o sf5 with another target w;tich is in rcgibter.
The range confusion limit is therefore reached when

-,- B,, (39)

at which point R, 2 ttR. By successive substitution of Eqs. (24). (37), and 13) aod
rearrangemtent of terms, it is found that

R, -S (40)
2nT

Equation (40) is subject to the limitation of Eq. (371, which is based on the waveform of
Fig. 5.

ANGLE TRACKING [Confidential)

Consideration may now be given to angle tracking with the storage integrator. The
first approach to consider, of course, is monopolse. It is at once obvious that normal
application of BF amplitude comoparison techniques woul-d tnvolve an, e~sleisive duplication
of apparaus if tn.- '.ll integiaeion capabi lit ins are to be retained. Various devices for
separating the signals of two or more channels in such a way thiat they can alt be handled
by the same apparatus is possible, hut not without compromise of one sort or another.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The con-promise of high speed lobing relative to roonopulse is not a serious one as
long as a certain randomness; may he introduced into lobirrg s2quence in order to defeat
angle, jammrring. Highr speed lobing may he applied very simp~ly to the storage integration
sy.,teni. One device oracconmplishinug this purpose is illustrated in Fig. 8. The receiving
anrtennar conrligur.tlrorr must provide the ne( essary directional lobes with electronically con-
trorlled switches, ats in the presunt high spevil lo~bing libocslory radar systemn. These are
illustrated in the tipper left-hand corner of Fig. El, with antenna hearing and elevation

shown in Fig. 1. rhe loopý consis1ting of the s--rafe integrator, the CW aml ifier. FO
and hrzutal raiuih,s ýA '-j.,, mr.Ii, Fig 21 -d. .. al -Idur it, ai,,t huiiwn toi Fig. 7-e chi I,

the storage sweep a ir- Includted in the component, ' storage integ rator." The lobe switch
normally ope rates to samrple ai di fferenit lobe on each consecul ive pulse, pairing Itie t wo
lobes of each cc-,ordinate. 'tius thre switching order might lie Right -1.vit-Ur-lJown, each
lrh,lr Ic-ing ussed for the duration ol one pulse interval T,, . Eact:i four consecutive linus
iecorded on the sti~rige integrator will thus he a record oil one euch of fo~ur consecutive
lolneF as selected byv the lobe sw itch. Thc anmplitude dist ribut ion a.ninmg these fcur lrines will

1t h, -ijgnal 03511 ibulion aruiong the four receiving antenna lobes. Directiunal
inlormatlinn nay therefore he derived from the stored recocd.

1- VA T ON JRAT,

S1Tl (;ATORCAO5

Fig.C 8T1ig p1e obrgCytn

Swith 1of ig.8 i a has rersAb itc i~a otesic of nF Fig. 4E.RIt i

in snchrnis wit thehorzontl radin a~eep o asto rad ut ajacNt lne

Sinc opposig.8es phase. Seesifwitch sieremai dular tol turui switch tof transferIthes

otuofswitch I t, - ne i-r 'ie other of the bearing and elevation CW a~nilrltiers. Switcti 2
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the bearing CW ampliier. and the n-t 1,wco adjacent lines to the elevation CW amplifier.
The outputs of the bearing and elevation an lifiars will be of the same character as the
output of the ranige CW amplifier oi Jig. 4, and may be similarly utilized to derive bear-
in_, a~di elevation error inforisation, as shown in Fig. 8.

ft remains necessary to so synchronize the switches with 'he stared record that only
bearing lines are awitched into the bearing CW amplifier, and only elevat ion lines are
Switched into the elevation CW amplifier. rhis mnay be accomplished by recording and
Integrating ,t number of poises equat to on integral multile of four, antd using the vert ical
sweep ty-t'scks tc Wverride 104ing -And switching conoL ms so as to start all sequencesF with
the same lobe on the first line of each frame. It is then apparent that as lnng is )be simc
C"OýýVfec v-, rcod for autoo1 - 'Mwi switching and playback output switching for each r-ecorded
framoe, any decsired sequence may be used, and the sequence may even be changed ! i
frame to frame if the reading and writnig frame frequencies art, equal.

The diagram of Fig. B may be used in combination with those of Figs. 1 atAt 2, siimel-
taneous with either Fig. 4 or 7. The performance of each of these component sy-3tesns i,,
in nu way compromised by pottig them all together. 'the combined system therefore
retains all the desirable properties of each component system ;sec now po ions h
following additional piopertles not previously identified In summary form;

1. fRange error data for range tracking of high precision.

2. Angle error data for angle tiacking on a high speed lobing basis,
with all the flexibility of the present higth speed lobing: radar system.

TARGET ACQUISITIONI [Coonfidential)

The discustion this tar has been limited to a pulse echo tracking system thai will
track automatically in four independent coordinates any single target to which the system
has oeen adjusted. Consideration will now be given to iniormation from other targets than
the one being tracked. Such information is helpful In acquiring targets, and is necessary
in search functions.

Figure 9 illustrates a basic diagram for perferming search functions. It represents
a rearrangement of the techniques described for tracking, and replaces F'igs. I and 2.
Two storage tubes are used. One records only transmitted signals. Tlhe other records
only sincorrelated receive,' Binic oth record multiple lines, each line corresponding
to one pulse Interval. Each line of the transmitter record consists of the transmitted
pulse, of length -. Each line of the cecelver record consists of an extended range interval

* ~many times ~, and possIbly even the entire range interval represented by '[P. The
nutober of Lones recorded is Ti/t,. . There now exists a complete re(.ord orn one storage
tube of all signals received, for thit entire integration time Interval T. and ton another
storage tube a complete record of alt transmitted signals during that s6ame Itime interval.
Ones is at liberty to Inspect these records in aoy fashion that may Prove fruitlul.

RANGE SEARCH [Confidential]

Let the reading sweeps of the two storaýge tubes bie synchronized so that an interval
equal to '- on one line of reclctvmr record will be scannaed synchronously with the corr.-,
sponding pulse on the transmittear record. Let thi.9 partial binpectIon. of oiw rucm--* ver line

CON4FIDENTIAL
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be followed by a similar inspection of the same range interval on the next adjacent linc,
and let this process continue until all lines have been inspected at one range interval of
length . Let the outputs of the two sitorage tubes, after amplification if desired, be
combined in a mixer to produce a difference frequency resonant to the if. amplifier. The
difference frequency may be produced as in Fig. 1.

If the reading process just described were repeated continuously ai the same range, or
with range changed only to track a target, the system would correspond exactly in function
to a combination of Figs. 1 and 2, the i.f. amplifier of Fig. 9 correspondirg to the CW ampli-
fier of Fig. 2. N'3w, however, the range interval of length , that is subjected to inspecti-n
may be scanned by a reading range unit from one end to the other of the entire receiver
record, the total scanning time, or reading frame period, being much longer than the vertical
scan time requihred to inspect one range interval -. Signal from a target will generate a
pulse as the reading range unit scans the reading sweeps across the record of this signal.

The bandwidth of the i.f. amplifier must be sufficient to pass the spectrum of the generated
pulse, plus the hiequency spread due to all anticipatcd doppler shifts. The pulse will be

tonger than the input rader pulse by a factor on the order of the number of lines integrated.
Tire fr ,.uuncy spectrum oi this pulse will therefore be narrower than that of the input radar

pulse by that same factor. The doppler frequencies, on the other hand, will be mereaked in
the same manaer as fr Fig. 2. The magnitude ot the increase, however, will be much

CONFIIDENTIAL
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greater, since the frame frequency of Fig. 2 corresponds to the vertical scan frcquency
of 'ig. 9. ThL vertical scan fcv'queicy must be greater than the frame frequency of Fig. 9
by a factor on the order of the ra*.to of range interval recorded #- range resolution. If all
stored information is to be used, the reading frame frequency of Fig. 9, as of Fig. 2. must
be not less than the writing frame frequency. Therefore, the reading line frequency utiring
each vertical seat; of Fig. 9 will be greater than the reading line frequency oi Fig. 2 ty a
factor on the order of the ratio of range interval recorded to range resolution.

Dioptler freqvercy shifts will be incrcraed i-rre:ipondingly by the same ratio, and
will therefore acrmaily occupy a spectrum width much greater than the output puise
.spectrum width. The bandwidth of the i.f. amphiter of Fi,,. 9, therefore, is determined
by the doppler fr-quency spectrum it is to pass, The output carrier frequencies of thrt
storage tuba W1 71sig, 9 jill nourally be somewhat greater than their input carrier fre-
quencies, and unlhss the recevded range inter,'al is much less than the total raitl,'e cor-
responding to TP,, the output frequencies may be much greater. It is obvious that while
both carrier frequency and doppler shifts are much higher in the i.f. amplifier of Fig. 9
than in the CW amlifie.r of Fig. 2, their ratios are the same, since they are fixed in the
stored record, And reproduced in the same reading sequence.

The A.M. detector, reading range unit, and range indicator lf Ylg. f pcrform the
functoitns respwetively of detector, range sweep, asd iange indicator of normal radar, but
on a much reduced Unte scale. The range ind'*c2't'r -'-P -. • poperiy
¢'-:ed in the range interval correapondtir to the stored record, If the record sams the
entire range corre.conding to T ,, the indicator will display all targets in the beam within
that range, regardless of range rate. If the transmitted signal is uimodulated, the range
confusion is given by Eq. (2). If the signal is modulated, Eq. (9) applies, and If the modu-
lation to of the form of Fig. 6, Eq. (40) applies.

RANGE-RATE LEARCH (Confidential)

A loss in sensitivity is no- reffered due to the Increase of bandwidth necessary tu
include the doppler spectrum. This Loss may be neutralized by the additlor of range rate
resolution. The ultimate is reach-d whu- the doppler spectrum corresponding to rangc,-
rate cor,'usion equain the poise spectrum. In Fig. 9, the pulse spectrum is determined
by T,. No new fundamental limit, therefore, is placed on sensitivity by the inclusion of
all target rates,

One method of indicating target range rate is shown in Fig, 9. The output of the if.
amplifier may be put through a voltage limiter and then to a frequency detector, The fre-
quency detector noy be so balanced that frequencies corresponding to one particular range
rate will give no output. This range rate will be identified hercafter as the reference rate.
"Targets closing relative to the reference rate will then give rectified puisen of on;e p•oii iy,
and targets opening relative to the reference rate will give rectified pulses of the opposite
polar'ty. The amplitude of the rectified pulses will he proportional to the range rate reia-
tive to reference rate. These signals may then be displayed on a suitable indicator. A
"Pisa' Indicator, where .tormal 'A scope" echoes are inclined at an angle proportional to
range rate, is one exLmple of how range and rate may be simultaneously displayed.

The range-rate sensing device just described will not revolve the separate rates of
three or more targets appearing at the same range, but rather will indicate one range rate
which is an average of the group. Two rltes will be resolved, however, if one is the
reference rate. The average rate of clutter could therefore be made the reference rate,
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and then individual targets moving relative 0o the clutter woJld be displayed and t01i-
c;rrect ratcs indicated. Two or more :argets moving relative to clutter but at the same
range would give rise to a rnta indication representing an average of the group. If the
rates ditfered widely, the targets would not remain long at the same range, and would
then be resolved in the range cuordinate. If the rate dilferences were small, the average
would not he far from the individually correct values. The range-rate resolution of multi-
ple targets having very nearly the same range rate ultit,,4tely depends, fundamentally, on
frequency isolation by frequency selective circuits not shown in Fig. 9.

An e:,•e.tin eyiato, in the case el two targets where the rate of one is the reference
rate. Pere ilit- linitttg tactor is noise, and the rate indilntor c: 9, as well as the

range-rate f,.,i.'cr o! rigý- 2, is particularly advantageous in this regard. Noise voltages
in the irequency spectrum corresponding to closing *trget rates are rectified and balanced
against similarly rectified noise voltages in the freqeuncy spectrum corresponding to open-
Ing target rates. to give a resultant output. Fluctuations in this output appear as noise on the
reference rate. To be resolved in rate from the reference rate, the rate signal from a
second target must he discervable in this noise. As shown above. fi'a amplitude of the rate
signal is proportional to the rate difference from reference Xate, therefore rate resolution
Is limited basically by rate noise on the reference rate.

When co!ut'c.z ý ,!sed fur determination of reference rate, a furtl-er limitation arises
from the doppler spectrum of the clutter. Reference rate will be an average of clutter
rates, assuming a finite spread of clatter doppler frequencies, and that average may itself
have a fluctuating value. A target whose rate is within the spread of clutter rates hut dif-
ferent from the average clutter rate will be displaycd when that difference Is discernable
in the variations of average clutier rate.

The search system of Fig. 9 possesses many of the properties of the tracking systems
of Figs. 1 to 8. There are also some basic differences. The range scanning operation of
tie reading range unit will introduce a frequency shift corresponding to an extremeiy high
range rate. This may be compensated withinthe systern by any of several fairly simple
and more or less obvious devices. CorrespnGi.,g mnuddic~lion of the writing or reading
sweep speed iur toe transmitter signal provides a fairly direct compensation.

Inasmuch as targets are to be displayed whose rates are not tracked, the matter of
handling doppler frequencies equal to multiples of half the pulse recurrence frequency
takes on new significance. Doppler shifts equal to a multiple, including one, of the pulse
recuv rc.ce frequency will be confused with reference rate, while those equal to an odd
multiple of one half the recurrence frequEncy will have zero amplitude, because of the line-
to-line phase reversal in the stored record- Ry using a line-to-line phase reversing switch,
as Is used for angle measurement in Fig. 8, and operating a secnnd range-rate channel on
the output of this switch, zero ampliluAe will occur on doppler shifts equal to multiples of
the recurrence frequency. and mainimum amplitude -a httifta equal to odd multiples of one
natf the recurrence frequency. This corresponds exactly to an identical limitation of
present MTI systems. The two channels together -ould leave no gaps in coverage, but all
range rates would appear as less than that corresponding to a doppler shift of i 2TrP and
range rates corresponding to a doppler shift of N TP would appear as zero reference rate,
and therefore be confused with clutter. If necessary, points of confusion may be resoived
by noting effects when pulse recurrence frequency is changed.

These limitations may be overcome by recording the radiated carrier frequency on
the storage devices, and repeatedly playtngback the record once for each group of range
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rates croe sponding to the bandwidths t' ŽTc , The vertical rcading scan would then' ,e
tilted at anl angle corcespnding to range rate. Each Dtie the record is, scanned, tile angle
of tilt weculd hie changed, the change ccurrespontfing to one-halt cycle per tine of the, rcord.
If the total doppler stectrui i to be inspected is o 21 , then the comoplete Inspection would
require ,playings of the rerord, And the output frame frequency woa.:

4 
be At least o timles

the! input frame frequency. *'The output carrier frequency would Also he aL least n times
the input carrier frequency. ald the method of operation is applicable only when radiated
carrier frequency is recorded. Obviously, radar application of such a system with prennot
ut0raýýe dev'irs sini its limitations, but applications involvilng siuch Dwver carrier Iceciuvn-
,ites than common in radar may he quite appropriate.

The presence in the storec' recoid of frequenicies shifted he dooolee fats: d~ir
Fi!t` Q vhsý. ct!t.c ni- ,Zfh- l curdommate separatic'ý fttr angle erroar measurement llus-

trated in hip. 8. White It Is true that lobe switching iur Angle measurement has had little
riap in search radar, it nay still he liesirable In some applications. The crosstalk that
would occur between angle error and range rate If Figs. 8 and 9 were to be combined ran
be prevenited by amplifying and rectifying separately the storage lube outputs corresponding
to each lobe, and then comtairing the rctifkcd oulpots.

AZIMUTH SEARHOI (Confidlettiall

Search radita generally includes satimuth coverage greater Ulan antenes be-amwidth,
which is Accomptished by azimuth scanl. Generally this takes the form of 3d0-engree plan
position Indicating systems. When the system qf Fig. 9 Is used for PPI, tle Iniegraline
time Tj is the time requ'red for the antenna to) rotate one bleamwldfh. H.1gh sensitliviy, as
Welt as sensitivIty to ptill ranue rates or hluh clutter rejectic'n, dictates wide IV-~ ine!
sofw rotation speeý'h in order to mAke target illumination time as long as plissible. The
high herteqruttjon efficienry of storage techniques, together with the high quality of rate
informnation ndclutýter rejection, may )ustity re-cxamtiintlon of the problem ofl surveil-
lance. This cepoit uoos nut include exploitation vt that lead. In toe case of airborne
radar for schnorkel detection, target velocities are low and speed of azimuth scan is lbmitted
at its low end only by range of detection and speed of flight c-f searching aircraft. Appli-
cation of the systino at Fig. 9 in ii,,, field should therefore prove particularly fruitful,
espectally when in in remembered that Astomatir signal iracking on clutter to be removed
also automatically compensates for own ship's motion and antenna rotatton.

The bastc search s~ystem of Fig. 9, even when the lowest possible intermediate fre-
quency is used for recording, imposes much more severe reqluirements ont storage tubes
thtan do the tracking systems of Figs. I to 8. first, the recording frequency may he
higher, since the recording bandwidth is determined by DT rather than H,., and the record-
tog carrier must be greater than the modulation bandwidth. ;iecond, a much greater csi

interval is recorded. Both factors combine to increase the resolution requireements, since
both add to the number of cycles that must be recorded. Third, the frequencies generated
on reading ure much greater for Fig. 9, and in general would be greater than the writing
frequencies. The Aevelopment of storage tubes is in a very early stage. however- and the
definition of requicements set forth by these systems wilt provide gaiden for a direction
of effort that storage tube development engineers are seeking. It ls nut unreasonable to
exper~t that as the need grown for particular qualities in storage devires, progress wilt
continue toward meeting the need.
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HIGH DUTY 1FACTOR Oi'EIA iON [Confidential]

Up to thil Point lunl'y mainaijmin utilication of echo energy available at the receiver inputt
has been consi dired. The urtyý iticret i:al i nifiat icon. imixp~sed ol mininmu in detectable ýG
na! ot the output are the f unda mental relittiminslips of tine( H-artley law relat iint q~antity of
iinfo mat ion per unit time to transmis sion bandwidth. The, hvi rw idi h reductioni front that
requirned fzn- irtf,riioaltii reauotution fI- that sufficierit fi)r rate of flew of infiirmiatini has
been aecmiin ished in th tiereiili :r.-!t ma~..g.. nnerllr, within the iiiits iii
[,N an arliit rv'ry fornii of r-adiat ed Siglnal c4ionsl A juA -. ,cr ý'ee iýr 'pu:; ,lo ~wiv -cr ,.,w dtut y
fail or.

Thc iiii !,n, ;ui.it, u ned tnas opene-d up tht posiibiit p of nuodify ng, tile forini of the
radianteid signal. Sinice range roca.urenterit arnd range resolution have LDcci miade inidependent
of poaste iengtl, and tfansnil tie r frvquvncy niodulai ion do ringV the pul sc is it,. deterrent to tke
hit egrat i g pjcce~ss. tlic Aav is Open for inc rease of t ran snit ir tinise !'nigth. Since oiverc-alli
s 'Vlie11 slinsitivity isIn )poiirtiiiral I,) tire avecrage power radiated, tano djrectvn ionsi ihproviie-
ninent tn transli.litei design arcmande available, (1) Peak pliwcr n-,ay be reduced, keeping
"..ccrage powernli .nn withnout loss in systemi sensifiveity, or (2) Average power nay be
iclie iased. keeping peak power constant, with n linres! ondi ng i nieealie in bsytemi selisit ix'it y
Az *t praetical matte r, bothn miay be exploited at iiice, giving souiii reduction in peak power,

liii mrvuse in ave rage power. and some irncreaise ini senisitfiv.ity, Ilxtttiitaimili will niiw
be madc into tire degree to which fhis -ipproach i ay be carried.

If sending ind re-vhing could Lake )Ilac,e simultaneously. obviueslv there Would bc no0
limuit, anld tlhe ieider could radiate continuously. This niilde of operation many not be per-
niitteii in somie app~tlicationis. particularly when rite sante anteinna is used for seneding arid
releivilrg,, If tie restriction is imposed that seinier and receiver cannot operaite sniiul-
ta ntemnsl 'V, "eii for close - in echoes, then the sender miust be operated so as not tblohItck
out anyt cix.... . ý.: '; j-iln i-;n . of rile system. In presenit puserda ssem fv
,would limlit the ptulse length to that cot cespoundirng to the irininiumi range at w hich tar gels
mnust 1st detvtlahlte. lIn preskent pr actice, that miitnitumur range is flat very irich il-Ater thani
the range resolution, so it at first appecars that there is little to be gainced iii this dlirectioni.
There apiteArs to) be nio good reason, however, why range rmeasurenment cannlot be Ade
froni the trailior edge of the radiated pulse an a. reference point. Wheni this i' tiuc
receiver Mal start properly indicatinig Lchoes is-sooti as it recovers front the cnder sig-
%zr]. The lonngtt, of jtime tile senider has beeni on the air before it is cut off is ofi no conse-
quencve to the ret eiver in inidicating the tline of cut-off of echo -signuals front nearby targets.-,
The cut-off of echo siginals froiii mince distant tirgein will tuce-r at a later ti me, and the
time Io,,w senider cut-off to echo ci-t-off is available fur receptiton of energy front) that
particular echo. Titus. tile greater file range to the target, tile greater the sensitivity of
the systeno, up to the limnit dletermtined by sender pullse leng-th.

The pufse lengpth ajy now e iniade to correspoind to thle rtanxlu:,ia designl range of the
rysteir, arid the duly factor biecuimes 0.5 or 5014, Tine method of range tracking illustrated
fin Figs. 2 and 4 may be used, provided compensation is tadie ltn the varying effective
length of received pulses, and( provided further that 1i, is sufficiently less than T, f n tact,
tilt miethod may tie ontly silghtl - modified to ope'-r~e x' 'ici-io t uon-
tat , i., waveformi thervuore need not tie restricted by range trackainig requiremnients, and
random ntodniiation may h Ini-tiized. Tt'ius nol conifusion will exist for miultiple range
target;..

Thins mode op terattoli introduces a niew set of limnitations o.; ucearch functiorns. It will
be rioted that in G'rto f Nte siered record nowe involves use of the s-nin stored irforniation
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Mal to-V 1 m-'ert. This- .rises frotm ihe fact that signa'clps' doorvn -- 1
c rosac~irrelalion ltetween two functions of timle which differ principally nitty flv a tuttearix-
added time r.ilay, and a separate, Inspection of all or an 'appreciable portion of the record
is necess.-ary for ea-:h .;luv ,f iite delay tox' wthich bsctinn wi ade. Each li tne delay
corresigonds to a unique value of range, so that each inspcttoti eror;csponds to oine look

aa ringe Interval equal to P, , the range confusion. 'the total nunjuer ul iuispect inns
cc'1.. rc t- cuver thle Lota range sif the system, lz , is thei -efre R, it

Otte Lnioub rinscquecnr I,, that thu: output carrier frequency wilt be much higher than
the input cra rier trequeciti. It %tit not he greater by I he factlar V_ Rf sviv5c the cut tee

afi-pccic o11ts- tnt- the 19,1est ranges, and for shorter ranges. shorter portion,,
of the record arc utilizted. Howceier, ratios of Rt R, considered act eptahle for presentt
radar atcý on the order of 1g0, so tha* output frequency may stilt be several hundred times
the iutpal frequency. This may be an autmaviny, inconvenience, it nut even aI tinotitni factor,
fin apputivat ici ot the metf~ud.

,Aotiter consequecec arises fronm duppler phlenomena. Doppler shifts occur cot only
in carrier frequency, but also its modulation frequencies, and they are cunoiutauve. Tbi,
doppler sthift therefore introduces time as, a n-Ititplylcg factor in onie of ttte funct inns ia the

uraseore~i~onprocess. nTe eiltcd is to rent rict the time interva duritu which the two
functions can remain in correlation within thie limits dcfi,'cut by !Z,. A simjple ..Ay to
visualize the toiysical significance is to ebserve that when a doppler-shitied signal is trup-
erfy inaiched to the delayed relerence stt' t at the beglitting of a long ttu -s. tie mnatch a-itt
bectome lesýs perfect as one tmoves along the pulse until ultimately Ithe higth frequency ront-
pun, ins of modulation will he out of phase. Long before this point is reached, however, the
dufet voce frequenicy from the conubinatiunt uf the Iwo storage tube outputs will hecemee
muftiple valued and its spectrum will incr-ease until it exceeds the bandwidth itf the follow-
ing amplifiers.

VARIABLE RESOLUTION [Cot'~identilat

It Wilt be noted that both output frequcacy and doppler shift range are :clated ft i.
ft so hap-peots thalt increase in R, wilt reduce the htigh frequency requirncrets and Increase?
the dopplci- shift range. ft therefore becomes appropriate to re-exatetne the range reso-
lution requirements of echo ranging apparatus. In the ease of single target pi ecislon
tracking, the limitations do not apply since concentration of fxnteresh in range and range
rate to a single target permits omission of range scanning and coxnpen!sation for range
rate. In lie ease of search functions, resolution requirements are not the same for alt
ranges. ft is very desirable to reta~n high res-lollon for targets at ctnsx, range, but early
warning dete Altin of targets at long range does not of itself require high resolution at long
range. In those, -earch iunctions which require high resolution at lon; range, there wilt
he applications where it is permissirte to obtain it nionsentarity at the expense of sante
oilier parameter, such as sensitivity to targets at other ranges In the same direction. It
is therefore operationally admissible to propose that resolution for sevarcri purposes be
inodified as a function of range, so that high resolution is obtatned at short range, and
relatively lower resolution Is obtained at long range. Such operation Is technically feas-
thte it, the method under consideration and permits at least asnme relief from the high
frequency reqairiments, while at the same time providing the desired range of doppler
shifts for all applications at present envisioned.

The paian-eter that is to be varied with range ie the modulation bandwidth of the tran s-
tirtter. Le the radiated pulse start with a narrow modulation t4audwidlh corresponding to

the moaximutm perm~issible value of R. at ma;ximum range. Then set the bandwidth be
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mnany ti s-'c thiF ýricev 'rout the fact that sigimi detectip si-ol-n 1 _
cros scorr elation between two functions of tinie whivh differ principally only by a ~;neariv
added Moem delay, mid a separate inspection of all or an appreciable portion at the record
is vcc sary tor ea,:h value tif time delay tot- whinch inoo cl~ion is milade. bach limle delay
corresponds to a unique value (if range, so That each inspection cor.-Vsponds to one look

01a range intorval equal to R, ,the rantge confusions. The total nutnoer of inspections
rv'quirýt !,d t'uver the total range ti the system, , is therefore, R, Pt

One obvious cottscquoricc is that thr output carrier frequency will be such higher than
the input carrier terequecvc. It wtlt m4)t, t reate r by I l'e factor P~., R since tht.entir
cc re-i i .ste otnty tor the loagesi r-anges, and for shorter ranges, shorter Portion,
of thle record are utilized. itowe-ice. ratios of R" Ii, conside red acceptable for present
radar :.I. on the order of 103, so thw ' output frequency may stilt be several hundred finies
the inpat Ifreqluctiy. This stay be an annoying inconvenience, if not even a limiting factor.
in applicatiton of the method.

touither consequence arises Irom doppler phenomena. Doppler shifts occur rot only
in carrier frequency, but also in modulation frequencies, and they are cumulative. The

dpershift therefore introduces time as a moitiplyieg factor in) one of the functions tIn the
-rscorrotatto proess ,T, effect is to restrict the time interval during whitch the two

functions ran remain in correlation within the limits deib~ed by 5R,,. A simple iial to
visualize the tohysicat significance is to observe that when a, doppler-shiil ed signal is prop-
erly matched to the delayed retaernce sigwit Ut the beginning of a long Ito -se. tOe match will
beconme lv:ss perfect as one noves along the pulse until ultimately ttte higih frequency rcnm-
pon, tas of modulation wilt he, out of phase. Long before this point is reached, however, the
ditfei ence frequesicy fronm the combination of the two storage tube outputs wilt become
multiple valued and its spectrum will increase until it exceeds the bandwidth of the follow -
ing am~plifiers.

VARIABLE RESOLUTION LCoe,'dentlal]

It will be noted that both output freque~icy and doppler shift range are reclated b;i..0
It so happeois that increase in R, wilt reduce the hight frequenzy requirime~nls and increase
the dogpltccs shift range. It therefore becomes appropriate to re-exammne the range reso-
lution requirements of echo ranging apparatus. In the caae of single target ptecision
tracking, the limitations do not apply since concentration of interest in range and range
rate to a single target permits omission of range scanning and conmpentsatiotn for range
rate. In the ease of search functions, resolution requirements are not ithe same Ior all
ranges. It is very desirable to retain high resolution for targets at close; ranlge, hot early
warning detetiton of targets at long range does not of itself require high resolution at long
range. In those search functions which require high resolution at long range, there will
be applications where it is permlsaiblzc to obtain It 11lmnetttArily at the expense of sonie
other parameter, such as sensitivity to targets at other ranges in the sanme direction. It
is therefore operationally admissible to propose that resolution for search purposes be
nieodified as a function of range, so that high resolution is obtained at nhort range, and
relatively tower resolution is obtained at tong range. Such operation is technically feas-
tote ir. the method under consideratton and ptermifs at least some relief from ihe high
frequency reqairtntents, while at the same time providing the desired range of doppler
shifts for alt applications at present envisioned.

The paxameter that is to be varied with range is the modulation bandwidth of the trans-
mitter. Let the radiated poise start with a narrow toudulation bandwidth corresponding to
the moaximunm permissýible value of R, at moaximtum range. Thea let the bandwidth be
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increased with tit~e until, at the end of the pulse, the band wiidth A• t¢t - ... Idi~t.

to the value "f( rcquiied at short range. The law of variation of bandwidth with time may
be set up arbitrarily to fit any desired type of performance, even to the inclusion of band-
width discontinuities. Since (lie trailing end of the pulse only is utilized at short ranges, ht.
is great and i, itn smnall for targets at short ranges. At greater ranges, the effective value
of R, for the' whoie range to a particular target will be leas than at short range, so ;S -,ilt
be greater. In the rantge scannin~g proces:;, therelore, successive scans will be very close
together in range at short range where the length of record inspected is short. and -- v h'.
space•d match, farther aparl 't tc.gcr ra;,F1 : where the lengtn of record inspected on each
scan is long. As the successive scans bxecome more widely separated, the correlation at
:ie wide hand end of the pulse will be losl, but since in practical application the length of
.aignal requiring wide bandwidth modolati~a is a very small fraction of the total signal, the
loss in sensitivity I-nit this cause may ho ketA well below one decibel, which is insignificant
in terms of range difierenre. The net result o0 this mode of operation relative to ronsta,.t
bandwidth modulation is threefold. (1) Output frequencies are lowered, (2) doppler shift
range 5e in'reased, •.nd (3) range resolution is iaried with range, the higher resolution

occurrin:, at the shorter ranges. The functional significance is that range resolution at
ltng range has been traded for increased sensitivity and ability to register targets having
greater range rates.

It is of considerable interest that change in transmitter modulation bandwidth does not)
require corresponding change in receiver bandwidth t) retain maximum sensitivity so long
as the receiver input bandwidth is sufficient for the greatest transmitter bandwidth encuta-

tered. This is because the receiver bandwidth before integration is not a factor in receiver
output signal-to-noise ratio. Thuis there is presented a flexibility in manipulation of "rans-
mitter bandwidth that ma, be turned to a number of uses. For example, range resolution
may be traded for speed of search in a tracking equipment for target acq'tisitiou, or for
field of view in a search syateni for I-ose inspeclton c6. a particular target area, all with
no change itn sensitivity, and at the choice (f the equipment operator.

EXAMPLES [Confidential]

Typical examples iodicating theoretical limits of performance with ideal circuits may
be instructive in clarifying some of the concepts presented in this paper. Consider the
radar Mark 25, a medium power precision tracking X-.band syat".t nlow in service use. The
parameters of this set are, noniiaally:

1, : 2 see range resolution, 40 yards

T, = 5 (1)1-4' sec

duty factor = 5 (10)",

peak power = 50 kw

- 2.5 (10)-'

Front Eq. (16) the signal-to-noise improvement over a single pulse is 36 db. Assuming
wieak signal operation of a square-law detector, wherein signal-to-noise rati, is squared in
the detection process, present improvement over a single pulse by integration after detection
can be no greater titan 23 db. The net increase •n senaitivity is tnerefore 36-23 = 13 db.
This corresponds to increasir.g range capabilities by a factor of 2.1. It arises entirely
from integration before :tetection instead of after detection, and Is obtained without modi-
fication of the radiated signal.

CONFIDENTLAL
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The duty factor may now be increased to 0.5. If t'ts is accompanied by decrease in
peak power to mnaintaini constant average power, the peak powcr is brought. down to 50 watts
and the factor of 2.1 increase in range is undisturbed. 1f it is desired. to reduce the aver--
age power, and p~resent sensitivity is adequate, the peak power falls it) less than one walt,
average less than t/2 wait. ThuS, li'O npoytn of irtegration before drtectien plus 50`ý
duty tactor operation, the transmitting oscillator (if the radar Mark 25 could be replaced
bk a receiver local oscillator without loss in rance. IT, aidit! too thc Set Uuoid I v antcl~utter
antd wm'td hive a esiage-raie resolution on the ordler of 0.02 kt.

A pr:~.o~~tu~eto favor seiisitivity would hr. it, increase average poser to
sceveral huindred waitt., reduce peak powc-e h, twice avet ago poýWer, relaining all other
factuita. Net increase in range over the present Set wovid then approach the factor of 5.

Another example of interest is the A'cf/APS-20A asi uned for schnorltel detecttita. The
significant parameters are;

pulse frequency 300/see

antenna beamwldth 3.15, in azimtuth

antenna rotation speed 6 rpmn

average power 600 watts

frequency a 3000f .9-
. 2 ofirt

From the parameters it is seen that target illuntinatiot tinte is 0. 1 ýec so r, - 0.1.
ln- /3010, so T, 1,,= 30. Gain over single put;e operation is therrifore approxitmately

15 dli. Present gain with integration after detection is on the order of 7.5 db. Net gainl
in sensitivity over the present set due to integration before detection would be about 7,5 db,
corresponding to a %5t% increase to range. This appiars at first to be of little vaiue, but
with integration before detection it becomes possible to juggle other parameters for further
net gain. For example, antenna beamwidth tmay _ce .increased withou* iuas in gain, since the
resulting added titne of target lluminalion is utilized for effective signal integration.
Increased antenna beatnawidth means a stosller antenna, therefore less load onl the aircraft.
Also rn-rq,ý *ý " iý duly factor removes the high voltage, high peak powee and high
filament power requirements toi the transmitter. Conceivably, the average power of the
transmitter mtighit therefore be doubled without increasing over-all aircraft loading. This
gains 3 db. lftherangcof det ectioni w ere doubled, the antenna scaat rate may be halted, Thus
T, is doubled, giving another 3 db. The total improvement ot 7.'143-3 db is 13.5 do, or moure
that, enough to double the range.

Retaining the present transmitter bandwidtih, the range resolution would be 320 yards
and the range-rate resolution on the order ol 0.11 IA, or one foot per second. In thts appli-
cation, the dynamic clutter rejection would be a nartlrutarly significant factor.

SUMiMARY [Unclasstfied]

A new approach to echo ranging has been outlined, based on application of electrotnic
storage or memory devices. TIwo -ses arc made of these devices, one for frequency con-
version, the otheir for signal integration.
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Some technical features of interest resulting from this approach are:

ltI A high order of inherent frequency stability at intermediate
frequency,

(2) Pulso-to-pulse xlhast chcretwe at intermediate frequenc~y,

131 Signal integratl iot at Intermediate !rceqcctcy,

(4) High duty fadeur operation, of pulse systems,

(5) Esptitatlon of c ronscorrelatior techniques without compronmisec
itn funtct ion,

Aniong the functional properties added or improved over present f(ractice may be
Included the 1oflowingz

(1) Sensitivity inc~rasei by orders of magri~tude, with attendant inctease
in rasge and accuracy of tracking data In a~t coordinatesj

(2) Dynamin cleutter roejetion provided, independent of own sitip's
motion and antenna rotation,

(3) Imuttinity to electronic jamming Increased by orders of magnitude,

(ii Range rate int oduced as a fourth and highly aensitive paranmeter
of resolutioen, %vith range-rate tracking of single targets andi range-
rate display of multiple targets,

k5) Variable resol-stion without loss in sensitivity introduced 0~ permit
freedom of exv iange between resolution and rate of f lowe of
Information,
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NOTATIlON
.Unclassified

9'~mhcA Unit!; Dennit~on

Amplitude of input to frcquew~y sensiti-je circuits of one side of range
tracking detctOor.

V Amplitude of i.f. signals arising from range tracking Positionl error.

A. t V Amplitudes of the inputs to the two sides of the range tracking
detector.

A. V Detector Characteristic.
v. Amplitude of input to one side of range biacking detector dite to fro-

quency sensitivity of its itiput circuits,

_A.._ Amplitude of the input to each side of the range tracking detector when
there is no range, error.

3. T l.F. bandwidth corresponding to integration time.
13 1.F. bandwidth corresponding to minimomn delectable signal for pulse

length-

!IT T" Modulation bandwidato of transmitted signal.

13- Velocity of propagation of radiated signal.

J, T Input frame frequency.

f' 
T
- Input i.f.

Change In intermediate frequency at l1itegrator input due to position
error of radar range tracking unit.

r' r-1 Output framie frequency.

jf.: Output t.fz

IF VT
2  

Time rate of change of transmitter frequency as a result of frequency
modulation.

Jamming power multiplying factor.

VT

;Vt
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SymLbo)l Units Definition

I T- Input line frequency

I I Output line freque -yv.

I I Inputi ilt opuscd.

I T Output line speed.

T2 Modulation factor.

Frequvihcv of nlwdulatLo"l which depends on input line frequency as a
carrier.

Sp. I " t Frequency oi intwdulation which depe;;ds on output line frequency as a

carrier.

.\ v Input noise.

1, Any integer.

*n I Number of range intervals inspected per transmitted pulse.

R I Range confusion.

a, I Range corresponding to the lime inter-al 1.

tj. t Range eorrespondiog to the time

t I Total range inspected per transmitted pulse.

W R Position error of radar range tracking unit in terms of range.

S Input. signal.

"R' Sensitivity of range tracking unit to position error in range tracking.

.T, T Integration tinc.

T Transmitted pulse length.
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